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Solar chimney power plant is a sustainable alternative for electricity generation using 
solar as the source of energy. In general, the main body of a solar chimney plant 
requires a tall structure which is costly and challenging to construct. Thus, it is 
important to increase the performance of the solar chimney power plant and have a 
better energy-cost ratio. This study aims to experimentally investigate the influence of 
divergent solar chimney as opposed to a cylindrical chimney on solar chimney 
performance. Three divergent scaled-down solar chimney model at 1-meter, 1.5-meter 
and 2-meter were fabricated and tested for its performance at various simulated heat 
loads. The test results were compared with similar heights cylindrical solar chimney. 
The experiments show that divergent solar chimney increases the theoretical power 
generation potential and improves the stalk effect and have higher outlet velocity 
compared to a cylindrical solar chimney. The power potential of the divergent chimney 
is increased up to 18 times with the maximum theoretical power obtain at 0.183W on 
the 2-meter divergent chimney. Higher temperature was recorded on the 2-meter 
divergent chimney outlet at 341.3k compared to 330.4k on the cylindrical chimney 
indicates better stack effect. The highest average velocities in the divergent and 
cylindrical chimneys were recorded under the electric heat load of 2 kW at 0.994 m/s 
and 0.820 m/s respectively in the 1-meter configuration. It is also observed that the air 
velocity in a shorter divergent chimney is higher than taller divergent chimney models 
while better compared to all cylindrical height. This study finds that a shorter divergent 
solar chimney produces greater energy compared to a higher cylindrical solar chimney. 
Therefore, it is possible to reduce the overall cost of solar chimney by reducing the 
height of the main structure without sacrificing the performance of the solar chimney. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Solar energy has been used for centuries as it is one of the most reliable and sustainable sources 
of energy available. The most common form of solar energy would be Solar PV systems; however, 
the systems does have its fair share of disadvantage such as efficiency degradation over time and 
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toxic materials used. Alternatively, a solar chimney power plant (SCPP) uses solar radiation to 
generate electric power as well as a hybrid system using secondary waste heat from a plant or a 
geothermal, without the quirks of a solar PV system. This allows the SCPP systems to operate 
continuously day and night at moderate weather. Solar chimney power plant working principle is 
simple; solar collectors gather solar radiation to heat the air, this hot air naturally rises upwards due 
to the buoyancy effect channelled to the chimney. Bladed turbine mounted inside the chimney 
converts kinetic energy into mechanical energy and generate electric power in the generator. The 
hot air is released harmlessly to the surrounding air from the chimney outlet at several hundred 
meters above base. 

A first functional prototype of solar chimney was launched in Spain in the year of 1982 it lasts for 
8 years has chimney height of 195 meters long and while diameter was 10 meters wide and had 
generating capability of 50 kW [8]. Solar chimney power plants projects generally less successful, 
cancelled, and postponed due to high capital cost and limited power generation capability. This 
motivates researchers to study ways of reducing cost caused by the structure size and boost the 
performance of solar chimney power plant. Fasel et al., [7] studied several scaled versions of the 
Manzanares prototype using CFD method, the study suggests that power generation increases with 
the increment of chimney height and solar collector size of solar chimney power plants. Various 
approach has been proposed to reduce the cost associated with the solar chimney main structure. 
Papageorgiou [16] introduced the concept of the floating chimney made with fabric that is cost-
effective and safe during an earthquake, however, crosswinds can deflect the chimney affecting the 
chimney performance. Aurybi et al., [2] propose a solar chimney integrated with a thermal power 
plant, it uses the hot waste flue gas as a heat source to operate the solar chimney during night time 
or at low solar radiation intensity [2]. Hu and Leung [9] and Hu et al., [10] performed numerical 
solution on cylindrical, divergent and various shape of diffuser chimney. Numerical outcomes 
conclude that divergent shaped chimney is 13 times more efficient than the cylindrical chimney [10]. 
Moreover, the study validated numerical solution with outcomes obtained from the CFD performed 
on a divergent shaped chimney with different area ratios and cylindrical chimney, the results suggest 
a 100-meter divergent chimney can generate 380kW which exceed the power generated by a 200 
meter and 300-meter cylindrical chimney [9]. Convergent chimney performance was also studied by 
several researchers [17,19]. The study concludes divergent chimney is more efficient compared to a 
convergent shaped chimney because it has higher kinetic energy at the base where the turbine is 
located [13,17]. Furthermore, high velocity at the exits of the chimney equates to low pressure 
possibly causing chocking phenomena [15]. 

Current literature has reported the advantage of using divergent solar chimney using simulated 
results, however, few laboratory experiments on the subject are available. Thus, this study aims to 
experimentally investigate the performance of divergent solar chimney compared to a cylindrical 
chimney in a laboratory condition.  
 
2. Methodology 
 

A scaled-down model of the solar chimney was designed and fabricated in the lab based on the 
physical dimension of the Manzanares prototype SCPP as shown in Table 1. The natural buoyancy 
equation was used to calculate the theoretical air velocity inside the chimney as shown in Eq. (1) [18]. 
And the diameter of the chimney was calculated using the Fourier Equation as shown in Eq. (2) [6]. 
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 Table 1 
 Physical Parameters of Manzanares Prototype 
Height (m) Diameter (m) Air velocity (m/s) Temperature difference (K) Ambient Temperature (k) 

194.6 10 9.1 20 293 

 

𝑣 = √
2𝑔ℎ∆𝑇

𝑇∞
              (1) 

 

𝑓𝑟 =
𝑣

√𝑔𝐷
              (2) 

 
Ahmed and Patel [1] reported that the divergent chimney performance is optimal at the throat 

angle of 2°. Thus, the divergent shaped chimney was designed and fabricated with the throat angle 
fixed at 2°. Bellmouth parameters were obtained using Eq. (3) [12]. Figure 1 shows the important 
dimensions of a diverged solar chimney. 
 
𝐵𝑀ℎ = 0.2~0.8 × 𝐷ℎ             (3) 
 
𝐵𝑀𝑟 = 0.2~0.4 × 𝐷ℎ             (4) 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic Figure of a Divergent Chimney 

 
The final dimension of the scaled-down model of the Manzanares Solar Chimney is as shown in 

Table 2. This study designed and fabricated 3 solar chimney model; 1-meter, 1.5-meter and 2-meter 
diverged solar chimney as shown in Figure 2(a). 

Three matching cylindrical chimney model were experimented as well to study and compare the 
performance of each chimney compared to the equivalent divergent chimney. The height and 
diameter of cylindrical solar chimney models are as shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 
Dimension for The Chimney Models 
Height (m) Divergent Chimney Cylindrical Chimney 

Diameter (m) Bellmouth Height (m) Bellmouth Diameter (m) Diameter (m) 

2 0.3 0.21 0.24 0.28 
1.5 0.23 0.161 0.092 0.21 
1 0.15 0.105 0.06 0.14 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Divergent Chimneys (b) Cylindrical Chimneys 

 
In this experiment, heating coil of 2kW was used as a replacement heat source located at the inlet 

of the chimney. Voltage regulator and digital multimeter were used to control the required electric 
heat load which is varied from 0.9kW to 2.0kW. The exit air velocity was measured using an 
anemometer model CENTER 330. The temperature variation was measured using K-type 
thermocouple and a data logger model 18200-40 (Cole Palmer). Four thermocouples were located in 
the following location; inside the chimney (T1), exit of the chimney (T2), 10 centimetres above the 
exit of the chimney (T3) and ambient lab temperature (T4). All the thermocouples were further 
attached with a data logger which was set to record temperature reading at every five seconds. The 
schematic diagram of the experimental setup is as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Setup 
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The performance of the chimneys was measured based on the operating parameter at various 
electric heat loads; 0.9 kW, 1.3 kW, 1.6 kW and 2 kW. The temperature and air outlet velocity at the 
specified heat loads were measured and recorded. Density was calculated from the hot saturated air 
properties as shown in Eq. (5) using air properties between 0°C and 120°C for air properties at 1atm 
pressure [5]. Air velocity at the throat was calculated using energy balance equation as shown in Eq. 
(6). The mass flow rate was calculated using Eq. (7). 
 
𝜌= 1E-05T2 - 0.0045T + 1.29            (5) 
 
𝑉1𝐴2 = 𝑉2𝐴2              (6) 
 
�̇� = 𝜌𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑉              (7) 
 

The power potential of each solar chimney was calculated using Eq. (8) [3]. In the case of 
divergent shaped chimney, air velocity at the throat was further used for the theoretical power 
generation potential. Theoretical electric power generation was calculated using Eq. (9). 
 

𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =
1

2
𝜌 × 𝐴𝑐ℎ × 𝑉3            (8) 

 
𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 × 𝜂𝑡 × 𝜂𝑔            (9) 

 
3. Results and Analysis 
3.1 Average Velocity 
 

Experiments were conducted on the different models of divergent and cylindrical chimney under 
different electric heat loads. Figure 4 represents the air velocity of divergent and cylindrical chimneys 
under different heat loads. The highest average velocities in the divergent and cylindrical chimneys 
were recorded under the electric heat load of 2 kW at 0.994 m/s and 0.820 m/s respectively in the 
1m configuration. The lowest average velocity of the cylindrical chimney was recorded as 0.41 m/s 
while 0.49 m/s was recorded in the divergent chimney at electric heat load of 0.9 kW and 2m 
configuration. It is observed that the air velocity at the outlet decreases with an increase in solar 
chimney height. This is because the divergent chimney height from the throat and section area effect 
air velocity; shorter chimney tends to have shorter distance and smaller section area from the throat 
compared to a taller chimney. 

Airflow in a solar chimney is explained through the concept of the stack effect. Amongst others, 
the stack/stack impact overall performance relies on temperature differences at the inlet and the top 
of the chimney. Thus, it is essential to analyze the temperature variations in the divergent and 
cylindrical solar chimney. All temperature measurement shows that divergent chimneys have greater 
temperatures differences compared to cylindrical chimneys as shown in Table 3. Maximum average 
temperature scale recorded was 55.4 K in the 1-meter divergent chimney as oppose to 38.9 K in the 
cylindrical chimney. This indicates that the divergent shape of chimney improves the stalk effect. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4. Air Velocity Comparison of Divergent and Cylindrical Chimneys Under Different Electric Heat 
Loads (a) 2-Meter (b) 1.5-Meter (c) 1-Meter 

 
Table 3 
Outlet Temperature of the 1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m divergent and cylindrical chimney at different electric heat 
loads 
Electric 
heat 
load 

Outlet temperature in 
divergent chimney, T2 

Temperature 
difference with 
inlet/ambient 

Outlet temperature in 
cylindrical chimney, T2 

Temperature 
difference with 
inlet/ambient 

  1 m 1.5 m 2 m 1 m 1.5 m 2 m 1 m 1.5 m 2 m 1 m 1.5 m 2 m 
kW K K K K K K K K K K K K 
0.9 341.9 330.1 326.5 38.9 27.1 23.5 334.9 324.1 320.2 31.9 21.1 17.2 
1.3 350.2 339.4 335.9 47.2 36.4 32.9 335.8 327.8 324.0 32.8 24.8 21.0 
1.6 354.5 341.1 337.6 51.5 38.1 34.6 339.2 330.7 326.0 36.2 27.7 23.0 
2 358.4 342.5 341.3 55.4 39.5 38.3 341.9 334.9 330.4 38.9 31.9 27.4 

 
Temperature measurement in the experiment shows that higher temperature data is recorded in 

shorter chimney configuration. This is because the collector size is kept constant at 0.8 m2 for all 
chimney models. Since a 1-meter chimney is smaller in footprint size compared to the 2 m chimneys 
(scaled), more surface area is available to heat the air inside the collector resulting in a higher 
temperature at the inlet. This higher temperature increases the buoyancy effect that increases air 
velocity in a short chimney model compare to tall chimney models. Furthermore, shorter chimney 
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has fewer air frictions and thermal losses due to smaller size compared to the large-scaled chimney. 
Thus, the higher temperature difference in short scaled models causes higher air velocity due to the 
buoyancy [18]. Therefore, this greater temperature difference in short scaled cylindrical chimney 
models causes greater air velocity due to the fact of the buoyancy [18]. 
 
3.2 Mass Flow Rate 
 

Mass flow rate is a crucial property to calculate the power potential of the chimneys. Although 
air velocity was higher in short-scale chimneys, the mass flow rate increases in line with the chimney 
scale. Figure 5 shows the mass flowrate in the 1, 1.5 and 2-meter divergent shaped chimneys. It is 
observed that the mass flowrate in the 1.5-meter divergent chimney is 1.5 times greater mass 
flowrate in contrast to 1-meter divergent chimney, whereas 2-meter divergent chimney has 1.5 times 
more mass flowrate in compared to 1.5-meter divergent chimney and 2.2 times greater compared to 
1-meter divergent chimney using electrical heat load 2 kW. Similar trends are observed in the case 
of the cylindrical chimney. The highest mass flow rate was calculated in the tallest chimney because 
of the big cross-section area though air velocity was low compared to small scale chimney. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Mass flowrate of (a) divergent chimney and (b) Cylindrical chimney under different electric heat 
loads 

 
3.3 Theoretical Electric Power Potential 
 

The experimental outcomes obtained from divergent and cylindrical chimneys were used to 
calculate the theoretical wind power potential using Eq. (9) and theoretical energy generation using 
Eq. (10). The results were compared with the electric heat load used in the divergent and cylindrical 
chimney experiment. Theoretical wind power potential increases with an increment of the electric 
heat load and height of chimneys. Also, the wind power potential is greater in the divergent solar 
chimneys compared to the cylindrical chimneys. Such behaviour occurs because the velocity at the 
throat in a divergent chimney increases due to a reduction of the area and results in greater kinetic 
energy compared to a straight cylindrical chimney [4]. 

The theoretical wind power potential was further used to simulate theoretical electric power 
generated by using Eq. (10); the turbine efficiency and generator efficiency was assumed at 85% and 
90% respectively. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the theoretical electric power generation for 3 different 
heights of the divergent and cylindrical solar chimney at various electric heat loads. Calculated data 
shows a large difference in theoretical power generated between 1-meter and 2-meter divergent 
chimney models which were not observed in cylindrical chimneys. The theoretical electric power 
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generation of 1-meter chimney is 0.068 Watt whereas the 2-meter solar chimney is capable to 
generate 0.183 Watt at 2 kW electric heat load, a variance of 169%. The larger cross-sectional area 
of the 2-meter chimney contributes to higher mass flow rate and in turn higher theoretical electric 
power potential. However, although cylindrical chimney does show an increase in theoretical power 
potential with chimney height increment; the increase was insignificant at 11%. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Theoretical Electric Power Generation in Divergent Chimneys 

 

 
Fig. 7. Theoretical Electric Power Generation in Cylindrical Chimneys 

 
The theoretical electric power generation shows that divergent chimney has a greater potential 

to generate higher electric power compared to a cylindrical chimney. This phenomenon is 
contributed to the pressure recovery mechanism within the divergent chimney due to the particular 
shape of its diffuser as critically analysed by some researchers [11,14]. The divergent chimney is 1.5 
to 26 times more efficient compared to the cylindrical chimney depending on the parameters like the 
throat angle, chimney height and solar radiation intensity [10]. The results obtained from the current 
experiment shows 6 to 18 times better theoretical electric power generation in divergent chimney 
compared to cylindrical chimneys. 
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4. Conclusion 
 

This study has successfully measured experimentally the performance of divergent solar chimney 
in a laboratory condition and compared the result data with cylindrical chimney performance. The 
result shows divergent chimneys have better theoretical electric generation performance up to 18 
times better compared to a cylindrical chimney at the same height ratio. At the highest electric heat 
load and tallest chimney, the theoretical electric power generation in a divergent chimney achieve 
0.183 Watt whereas only 0.01 Watt was theoretically generated in a cylindrical chimney. The 
experiments also suggest that shorter divergent chimney has a greater electric power generation 
potential compared to the taller cylindrical chimney. Thus, a shorter divergent solar chimney suggests 
capital cost reduction while producing higher electric power. This study suggests that in the future, 
the experiments should be conducted with the following recommendation; use a different height of 
solar chimney using the same base area, using an actual wind turbine to generate electricity and to 
conduct experimental work in an actual condition. 
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